
THE "PERFECT" WORLD

SUPERNATURAL AID

THE DEATH OF INNOCENCE

CROSSING THE FIRST THRESHOLD
BELLY OF THE WHALE

THE CALL TO ADVENTURE

NORMAL EXISTENCE
REFUSAL OF THE CALL

(NOT actual
12-year-old
Jenna Adams)

All of us begin life in The "Perfect" World of the 
Feminine as Poten�al Heroine's (boys and other 
genders included).

The Death of Innocence or an outside source - such as
a Faery Godmother - is necessary to force us out of
The "Perfect" World. The Death of Innocence is Trauma 
in any number of possible forms.

In Darshani's case, that Death of Innocence was rape 
and ongoing sexual abuse. In situa�ons such as hers
and with the complete absence of Mentors to guide
her through, the Trauma is too great for the mind to 
bear and forces her to shut down her feelings.

The mind and body goes into "Survival Mode" and 
forces her (you) into The "Mundane" World, aka the 
Mundane Masculine, aka Normal Existence.

S�ll, our Soul cries out for healing. Life needs to be 
more than "survival", so it will seek out Guides and 
Mentors that will force us to face our emo�ons and
deal with the Trauma.

The constant Call to Adventure is to get back into the 
Depths of the Soul and to heal the damage that was 
done.

And, eventually, the Universe will answer. When you're 
ready, when it's �me, your Supernatural Aid will arrive.

That Aid will guide - or push you if it has to - over the 
First Threshold and you'll find yourself back in the 
Womb of the World, aka Belly of the Whale once again.

And why do I say "Once again"?

Because the Belly of the Whale is just the other side of 
the mirror from The "Perfect" World. It's the bliss and 
depths of the sould once again, but you're experiencing 
it from alternate perspec�ves.

This is where your Hero's Journey begins.


